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Letter From The Editor
I would like to take this opportunity to welcome all Wesleyan
graduates of the Department of Economics, current economics
majors, and economics enthusiasts to the first issue of the Park
Place Economist. The Journal's purpose is to provide alumni,
current economics majors, and prospective students a lens through
which to view the wide-ranging opportunities and activities of the
Department of Economics and the Economics Society. Furthermore,
the Editorial and Advisory Boards envision the Journal as a medium
for students and alumni to publish comprehensive and stimulating
articles or commentaries pertaining to the field of economics.
The 1993 edition of the Park Place Economist intends to provide
its audience with a cross-section of works, ranging from
editorials and research papers, to senior projects and completed
articles in the Research Honors Program. The Journal also will
highlight one or two alumni each issue, and Wesleyan graduates of
the Economics Department are encouraged to submit "mini-bios" for
this purpose. The Journal staff thanks those who submitted
articles for consideration and hope that the first issue provides
an intellectual stimulus for future contributions. All views and
opinions expressed in the Park Place Economist are solely those of
the authors.
Bruce T Bennett, Editor in Chief
Submission

Information

Inquiries and submissions to the

Park Place Economist are

encouraged and welcomed by our editorial staff. We preserve the
right to accept or reject all submissions to the Journal. Those
interested may obtain information by calling (309) 556-3184.
Letters and responses should be addressed t o :
Park Place Economist
Attention: Dr. Michael Seeborg
1312 North Park Street
Bloomington, Illinois 61701

